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SENIORS SEA BALTIMORE

Please contact group sales at reserve@aqua.org or visit aqua.org/groups for more information.

DAY ONE

Start your day in Baltimore at the B&O Railroad 
Museum with a guided tour to learn about 
the birthplace of American railroading! Gain 
insider’s knowledge about the locomotives 
of the Civil War and the innovations and 
technology that continue to improve trains’ 
efficiency. Or, explore on your own through 
seven buildings and train platforms that allow 
you to see, touch and hear the most important 
American railroad collection in the world! 

Then head over for lunch at Phillips Seafood. 
During the spring and summer, you can sit 
outside on a dock on the Phillips Crab Deck! If 
you’ve come to the deck to feast on steaming 
hot, hard-shell crabs, Phillips has you covered 

with the best catch from its community of 
watermen. Indoor seating with a full menu is 
also available year-round! 

After lunch, head back to the hotel to relax 
before your evening at Toby’s Dinner Theatre. 
Located in the heart of nearby Columbia, 
Toby’s offers both award-winning Broadway 
and original musicals with no seat more than 3 
feet from the stage! Enjoy a 25-item salad bar, 
carving station, a plentiful buffet selection that 
is uniquely chosen by the chef for each show 
and desserts—including a make-your-own ice 
cream sundae bar. With over 90 Helen Hayes 
nominations, it’s no wonder why people rave 

about Toby’s! 
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DAY TWO

Spend your morning at the National 
Aquarium, located in the heart of the Inner 
Harbor and home to more than 20,000 
animals! Through the Aquarium’s Dine and 
Discover program, you can enjoy a gourmet 
box lunch in the Aquarium’s Harbor View 
Room while gaining knowledge of our 
fascinating animals with a presentation from 
one of our animal experts. Then travel to 
an Australian river gorge, descend through 
an Atlantic coral reef, explore a tropical rain 
forest and discover dolphins and sharks! 

After your Aquarium visit, travel around the 
harbor by water taxi or motorcoach to the 
American Visionary Art Museum (AVAM)—a 
perfect destination with a variety of 
exhibitions and educational offerings that will 
make your visit an unforgettable experience! 
There are more than forty major visionary art 
environments open to the public around the 
world, but AVAM is the largest. Explore the 
museum’s permanent collection of more than 
4,000 visionary works from all around the 

world and check out the eclectic gift shop for 
a fun souvenir!

Walk across the street from AVAM for an 
early dinner at Rusty Scupper, which rises 
three levels above the water and showcases a 
beautiful view from every table! The menu is 
a seafood lover’s dream that accommodates 
all tastes. 

Rest up at the hotel before heading out for 
a City Lights Cruise with Watermark! Watch 
the sunset and enjoy the city at twilight from 
the water. See the spectacular lights of the 
skyline and Baltimore attractions—such as 
the iconic Domino Sugar sign—reflecting off 
the water as you cruise the harbor on your 
final night in Baltimore! 

DAY THREE

Check out of the hotel after breakfast and 
head for home, or continue your adventure 
in Washington, D.C., Annapolis or one of the 
many other destinations that are just a short 
distance from Baltimore!


